
JUST BECAUSE brisket and bar-
becue head up many a summer menu 
doesn’t mean all the other aspects of en-
tertaining outdoors should go…well, out 
the door. Sure, meat can be messy, but 
rather than subject friends to the same 
stale gathering of checkered tablecloths 
and plastic cups, try elevating your next 
grill-out with a few well-chosen details. 

Texas-based designer Heather Harkov-
ich’s home backs up to a nature preserve, 
a typical Hill Country landscape of wind-
ing rivers, clusters of cypress, and sunlit 
meadows. The serene space has been the 
backdrop for many an elegant occasion. 
But Harkovich also lives in the heart of 
barbecue country. Come August, that 
means meaty outdoor celebrations aplenty.

To balance formal dining with outdoor 
grilling, Harkovich looks to the classic 
design principle of mixing high and low. 
The result is a setting that is both casu-
ally inviting and subtly sophisticated, 
playing off the romance of the great out-
doors for a scene so entirely bewitching 
that accidental barbecue-sauce spills or 
unbecoming finger-licking may go 
wholly unnoticed.P
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SETTINGS

Heather Harkovich’s take  
on country-chic al fresco dining

Grilling 
in the Hill 
Country
INTRO BY HAYLEY PHILLIPS
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{ L O W C O U N T R Y,  H I G H  S T Y L E  }
SHOP  |  SIP  |  SOCIALIZE  |  STAY

PEYTON WILLIAM JEWELRY  |  LILLY PULITZER  |  TOMMY BAHAMA  |  LEGGIADRO  |  EILEEN FISHER  |  RAYBAN  |  J. MCLAUGHLIN  |  LILLA P

MELISSA & DOUG  |  VINEYARD VINES  |  TREK  |  ERIC JAVITS  |  GDC HOME  |  ALEX AND ANI  |  URBAN NIRVANA  |  SPERRY TOPSIDERS

Hearts on Fire Diamond Ring
Available at Kiawah Fine Jewelry

2015 Fall Collection 
Available at J. McLaughlin

Andre Assous Belinda Wedge
Available at Holly & Brooks

Bedding & Apparel
Available at Roberta Roller Rabbit 

Weekend Getaway
Available at Andell Inn

Jane Iredale Makeup
Available at Derma Medical Aesthetics

Summer Collection
Available at Southern Tide presented by Island Sports

Swurfer
Available at Wonder Works

At the crossroads of Kiawah, Seabrook, and Johns Islands
Freshfi eldsVillage.com  |               |  843.768.6491

165 Village Green Ln, Kiawah Island, SC 29455



The Austin food scene 
is very hot at the 

moment, with several 
great chefs creating 
specialty food from 

common favorites like 
brisket and barbeque. 

I wanted the setting 
to reflect that trend 

of blending high and 
low to create a really 

unique occasion.”   
–Heather Harkovich
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WRANGLING THE RIGHT MIX
Previous page: Lucite napkin rings and a graphic runner contrast with vintage silverware and monogrammed 
linens. Clockwise from above: A sleek mirrored shelf acts as bar cart for beverage basics like sparkling water, 
lemonade, and limes, with a simple formal bouquet for an added dose of fancy. Silver candleholders elevate the table 
from casual to chic; the birch-patterned runner is a hand-printed piece by artist Scott Blue, and the greenery is salal, a 
shrub native to the Northwestern United States (for table settings in the South, greenery such as pawpaw or magnolia 
leaves can be substituted). A handwritten chalkboard menu lists a smorgasbord of Southern summer favorites.
Opposite: Making use of indoor seating adds effortless sophistication to an outdoor setting.


